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n What is this thing called Science?, a standard textbook on the philosophy of science for the Open 
University in the UK, A. F. Chalmers asserted, “I accept, and presuppose throughout this book, that 
a single, unique, physical universe exists independently of observers.” Alfred Korzybski famously 

expressed much the same sentiment in Science and Sanity: An Introduction to Non-Aristotelian Systems and 
General Semantics: “A map is not the territory it represents, but, if correct, it has a similar structure to the 
territory, which accounts for its usefulness.” 

Yet in New Astronomy, in which Johannes Kepler established the first two of his three laws of planetary 
motion in 1609, Kepler began by carefully examining the merits and demerits of three competing models 
of the solar system developed by Ptolemy, Nicolaus Copernicus, and Tycho Brahe, who proposed a 
geoheliocentric compromise between the geocentric and heliocentric models. In doing so, Kepler was very 
well aware that he was developing models in his mind, which he then described in words, diagrams, and 
mathematical symbols. In other words, Kepler’s mental models came first, defining his reality, the 
territory that he was mapping. 

A similar situation occurred in the nineteenth century, when August Kekulé developed the modern 
structural theory of organic chemistry from a reverie he experienced on the top of a Clapham omnibus in 
London. A few years later, a vision of a snake holding its own tail, like an uroborus, led Kekulé to the 
discovery of the structure of the benzene molecule. 

Then in 1945, Albert Einstein wrote in a letter to Jaques Hadamard, published in The Psychology of 
Invention in the Mathematical Field, saying that his thought processes began with a rather vague play of 
visual images. “Conventional words or other signs have to be sought for laboriously only in a secondary 
stage, when the mentioned associative play is sufficiently established and can be reproduced at will.” 

The paradoxical discoveries of quantum physics in the twentieth century have then shown 
unequivocally that no objective reality exists without a knowing being, for the very act of observing affects 
what is being observed. We cannot separate the observer and observed, a notion that brought David 
Bohm and J. Krishnamurti together about 1960. And in recent years, this has led Amit Goswami to say 
that modern quantum physics leads to the realization that all phenomena that appear in the relativistic 
world of form, as images in our minds, are possibilities of Consciousness. 

It is thus self-evident to anyone who contemplates the nature of experience, as Rupert Spira, for 
instance, wonderfully does in The Transparency of Things, that everything evolves from Ultimate Reality, 
which is the True Nature of us all. It is not true that all phenomena in the Universe, including human 
behaviour, can be explained in terms of the materialistic, mechanistic laws of physics. As Stephen 
Hawking said in A Brief History of Time, perhaps with tongue in cheek, “We have, as yet, had little success 
in predicting human behaviour from mathematical equations!” The reason for this ‘failure’, of course, is 
that Western civilization is upside down, standing on its head, putting second things first, quite illogical. 

This is most evident from the physicists’ attempt to develop a grand unified theory of everything, 
defined by Brian Greene in The Elegant Universe as “a theory capable of describing nature’s forces within 
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a single, all-encompassing, coherent framework”. Yet, physicists only recognize the existence of four 
physical forces—gravitational and electromagnetic fields and strong and weak nucleic forces—denying the 
existence of nonphysical, psychospiritual energies, such as mental, psychic, subtle, and spiritual, known to 
the ancients through a multitude of names, such as Logos, Dharma, Tao, Rita, anima, prana, and qi. In 
1907 in L'évolution créatrice (Creative Evolution), Henri Bergson encapsulated this life-giving principle in 
his concept of élan vital ‘the energy or spirit that animates living creatures’, whose existence in denied by 
materialistic, mechanistic science and medicine.  In contrast, Aristotle, who first attempted to develop a 
comprehensive science of causality, identified four fundamental causes: material, formal, efficient, and 
final, embracing both the physical and nonphysical. 

To bring this ancient wisdom—known to Isaac Newton and Gottfried Leibniz as prisca sapientia and 
philosophia perennis, respectively—into the everyday world of business, technology, and science, we need 
to establish psychology as the primary science, as Ravi Ravindra has suggested, replacing physics as the 
basis for science, and biology, the so-called science of life, its recent usurper to the crown. To do this, it 
helps to return to the root meaning of physics using what David Bohm called the ‘archaeology of 
language’, for original meanings often indicate that our ancestors were much closer to Reality than 
Western civilization, which is further removed from Reality than any other civilization in history. 

In this case, physics derives from Greek phusis ‘birth, origin; nature, inborn quality’. In turn, nature 
derives from Latin nātūra ‘birth’, from nātus, past participle of nāscī ‘to be born’. So the true physicist, or 
natural philosopher, to use the term that Newton was familiar with, is a mystical psychologist who studies 
the origin of things as they are born from our Divine Source. We can thus see that what is mistakenly 
called ‘supernatural’ is entirely natural. A philosopher is, of course, a ‘lover of wisdom’, a generalist “who 
is ready to taste every branch of learning … not grasping about money,” as Plato defined philosopher. 

Furthermore, by establishing psychology as the primary science, we could discover why human beings 
are the cruellest species that has ever lived on Earth, the only one that is a mass murderer, the only misfit 
in his own society, in the words of Anthony Storr and Nikolaas Tinbergen, respectively. As a corollary, 
we could then discover why so many scientists and medical practitioners are so vehemently opposed to 
establishing the commonsensical principle that psychology is the primary science, enabling us to truly live 
in harmony with Nature, as compassionate, kindly beings, for the native word for nature in English is 
kind, as the Oxford English Dictionary tells us. 

Project Aditi is so-called because Aditi first means ‘Unlimited Space, Eternity, Infinite Consciousness, 
Boundless, Free’, from Sanskrit a ‘without’ and diti ‘bound’, from da ‘to bind’. In the feminine form, Aditī 
is the name of the mother of the celestial deities in Rig Veda, the Cosmic Matrix from which all heavenly 
bodies are born; as the celestial virgin and mother of every existing form and being, the synthesis of all 
things. So as Western civilization has reached an evolutionary cul-de-sac, which is leading only to severe 
psychological distress and ecological devastation, Project Aditi could help us learn to live in harmony with 
the fundamental laws of the Universe by returning to the Divine Origin of the Universe. 

A science of inner space 
Of course, as materialistic and mechanistic science regards our inner experiences as being outside science, 
establishing psychology as the primary science would radically change the meaning of science and a 
multitude of other English words that are based on the West’s thoroughly false view of the Universe. So 
what is science? 

Well, in the Tavistock Lectures of 1935, Carl Jung oxymoronically called psychology a ‘science of 
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consciousness’. For science derives from Latin scientia ‘knowledge’, past participle of scīre  ‘to know’, from 
the Proto-Indo-European base *skei- ‘to cut, split’, also the root of schizophrenia ‘split mind’, scīre meaning 
here ‘to separate one thing from another, to discern’. In contrast, conscious derives from Latin cum 
‘together with’ and again scīre. So to be conscious is to put back together that which modern materialistic 
and mechanistic science has separated, thereby healing our fragmented, split minds, recognizing that we 
all create our reality from our mental models, which, to a very great extent, determine our behaviour. 

We can see the importance of including the relationships between the pieces that reductionist 
scientists attempt to study in isolation from each other from the word interesting, which derives from 
Latin interesse ‘to be between’. So what is interesting lies between beings, hidden between the lines. 
Ultimately, as a rapidly increasing number of spiritual seekers in the world are beginning to discover by 
looking inwards, we are all one, not separate from the Divine, Nature, or each other for a moment, 
contrary to what we are taught in religion, science, and business today. 

However, because of the way that Western civilization and its predecessors have evolved during the 
past several thousand years, we do not have a coherent context, coordinating framework, or secure 
foundation that we can all share to express what is being revealed to us as unique beings. As a 
consequence, many are turning to the East for spiritual fulfilment, recognizing with Ramesh S. Balsekar, 
the late president of the Bank of India and an Advaita sage, “All there is, is Consciousness.” 

There is thus an urgent need in society to establish this fundamental principle in rigorous scientific 
terms, leading to a radical transformation of our Western worldview, even greater than the changes 
introduced by the first scientific revolution of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. We can do this 
today because in the middle of the twentieth century groups of mathematicians, scientists, and engineers 
on both sides of the Atlantic developed a machine that is quite unlike any other tool that the Homo genus 
has developed during the past several million years. For the stored-program computer is a tool of thought, 
which can extend our mental abilities, and sometimes replace them, unlike the many tools we have 
developed over the years to extend our rather limited physical abilities. 

As a consequence of this epoch-making invention, we are now living in what is called the Information 
Age or Knowledge Society, enabling us to look at the Universe, including ourselves, as a fully integrated 
information system, whose basic building blocks are form, structure, relationships, and meaning, rather 
than the space, time, matter, and energy of the physicists, and the earth, fire, air, and water of the 
ancients. As there is nothing in the Universe, viewed as Consciousness, other than meaningful structure-
forming relationships, relationships are causal, as David Bohm has pointed out, a more general concept of 
energy than that of Einstein’s notion of a unifying field. Using the semantic business modelling methods 
that information systems architects use to build the Internet, we 
can intelligently develop an all-inclusive, self-reflective model of 
the psychodynamics of society, explaining where we have all come 
from, why the pace of evolutionary change is accelerating 
exponentially, and our ultimate destiny as a species. 

This diagram depicts the unifying umbrella structure for this 
great endeavour. The all-inclusive Cosmic Context for all our lives 
is Consciousness and the secure Gnostic Foundation that we all 
share is Love, our Divine Essence. The vertical line in this 
diagram thus represents the timeless, formless, transcendent and 
immanent aspects of the Immortal Absolute or Divine Cosmos, a 
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seamless continuum with no borders or divisions anywhere. The metaphysical, coordinating framework is 
Integral Relational Logic (IRL), an egalitarian, commonsensical science of thought and consciousness 
that describes how we all form concepts and organize our ideas. IRL, as a science of mind and reason that 
has evolved from information systems modelling methods in business, transfers logic from mathematics to 
psychology, where it properly belongs. In this way, IRL provides the semantic framework for the Unified 
Relationships Theory (URT), a fully integrated, coherent body of knowledge that truly unifies all the 
forces in the Universe, showing that all beings in the manifest Universe are related to all other beings, 
some of which can be categorized and some of which defy classification and must remain a mystery. 

Establishing psychology as the primary science through computer science would, of course, have 
profound social ramifications. For it would then be socially acceptable to talk openly and honestly about 
our innermost experiences, rather then keeping them hidden, as generally happens, because people are 
often afraid of what they might discover. This is absolutely vital, for, as Vimala Thakar pointed out in 
Spirituality and Social Action, “The inner life or psychological life is not a private or personal thing, it’s 
very much a social issue.” Marianne Rankin describes the potential here in her wonderfully 
comprehensive review of people’s inner experiences in An Introduction to Religious and Spiritual Experience.  

On the wall of the Oracle’s kitchen in the popular movie The Matrix are the words Temet Nosce, 
Latin for ‘Know thyself,’ in the Oracle’s own translation. These words are, of course, a translation of the 
Greek maxim γνῶθι σεαυτόν (Gnothi seauton), which Plato tells us in Protagoras were inscribed on the 
temple of Apollo at Delphi as the ‘first fruits’ of the philosophy of the Seven Wise Men. 

Tragically, however, the ruling authorities in our lives generally discourage us in Western civilization 
to know ourselves, inhibiting us from realizing our fullest potential as human beings. This is particularly 
unfortunate because 99% of the Universe lies on the other side of the curtain that separates the physical 
and nonphysical, as Yehuda Berg points out in The Power of Kabbalah. Inner space is thus the final 
frontier of human discovery, largely unexplored, even today. For by focusing attention on the superficial, 
ignoring the immense depth and breadth of the Cosmic Psyche, our entire development is attenuated, 
leading us to live more like human automata than the Divine, Cosmic beings we truly are.  

In particular, our natural, innocent, inborn intelligence is often stultified, and we are taught to live by 
our cultural conditioning in a simulated reality created and controlled by sentient machines, called ‘The 
Matrix’ in the movie, as a powerful allegory of our times. This is especially tragic because mātrix meant 
‘womb’ in Late Latin, from Latin māter ‘mother’, from a PIE base māter ‘mother’, significantly also the 
root of matter, based ultimately on the baby-talk form mā, a linguistic near-universal found in many of 
the world’s languages. So if we are to be liberated from our mechanistic conditioning, we need to tap into 
what Greg Becker and Harry Massey have aptly called The Living Matrix in a DVD on the new science 
of healing that is emerging today, another term for the Cosmic Matrix that is guiding Project Aditi. 

Matrix also has the sense of ‘union of differences’, as we see in multidimensional mathematical 
matrices and matrix management in business, which sometimes become the union of opposites in two 
dimensions. In the mystical sense, Matrix thus corresponds to Tantra ‘context, continuum; groundwork, 
principle, system’, from Sanskrit tantram ‘loom’, unifying ‘warp’ and ‘weft’ in what Heraclitus, the Greek 
mystical philosopher of change, called the ‘Hidden Harmony’, the union of all opposites. But we should 
not confuse this mystical sense of Ultimate Reality with what the quantum physicists call the ‘zero-point 
field’, which Lynne McTaggart calls The Field in a book of that name. When the physicists look at their 
models from the perspective of seamless, borderless Consciousness, no doubt quite new interpretations 
will appear. 
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All this means that if we are to collectively cocreate a worldview suitable for our turbulent times, we 
need to return to our Divine Origin, recognizing, with Einstein: “The mysterious … is the Source of all 
true art and science.” This means that we need to break free of the beliefs that have been blindly passed 
from one generation to another for millennia. In this intelligent manner, a quite new species could 
emerge, as Eckhart Tolle suggests in A New Earth, one living in an utterly different world from our 
forebears, even those closest to us. For as Jesus said in the Gospel of Thomas: “Whoever does not hate 
father and mother as I do cannot be my disciple, and whoever does not love father and mother as I do 
cannot be my disciple. For my mother gave me falsehood, but my true mother gave me life.” 

A collective enterprise 
As none of us is separate from the Divine, Nature, or any other for a single instant in our lives, we are all 
all-encompassing Consciousness, which includes the entire human race and, indeed, all sentient beings in 
its embrace. Thus, in Reality, there is no other. Since we live in a holographic Universe, all the thoughts, 
feelings, emotions, hopes, and fears of the entire species are contained within each and every one of us, 
the reason why we can feel empathy for each other. So establishing psychology as the primary science is 
essentially a collective enterprise, even though there are many unique paths to what Krishnamurti aptly 
called the ‘Pathless Land’, his metaphor for the Truth. 

The key word here is synergy, from Greek sun ‘together, with’ and ergos ‘work’. By working 
harmoniously together with a common purpose, we can generate far more energy than if we are working 
separately on our individual projects, each pulling in a different direction. The concept of synergy can 
explain why evolution has been speeding up for the past fourteen billion years, now passing through its 
most momentous turning point since the most recent big bang, outlined in Project Heraclitus, intended 
to scientifically and rationally establish Consciousness as Reality through the motto ‘Revealing the 
Hidden Harmony’. For evolution is an accumulative process of divergence and convergence, proceeding 
in an accelerating, exponential fashion by synergistically creating wholes that are greater than the sum of 
the preceding wholes through the new relationships that are formed, apparently out of nothing. 

What this means is that we need to recognize that human beings are the leading edge of evolution and 
not machines, like computers, which act as extensions of the mind, capable of replacing our mechanistic 
thought patterns, which act primarily in the horizontal dimension of time, ignoring the vertical 
dimension of the Eternal Now, where creativity and mysticism co-exist. In practical terms, we therefore 
need to recognize that technological development cannot drive economic growth indefinitely and that we 
need to make radical changes to the traditional work ethic, giving everyone the support, freedom, and 
opportunity to realize their fullest potential as human beings. 

Establishing psychology as the primary science is key to this radical transformation of consciousness 
and hence society. However, collectively doing so is not easy given the constraints that Western 
civilization places on our development. Even those scientists, medical practitioners, and psychologists 
who are questioning the underlying assumptions of the prevailing culture because they are inappropriate 
for our times are limited in how far they can depart from the mainstream if they are to maintain their 
livelihood and precarious sense of security and identity. 

As a consequence, mystics and spiritual teachers and seekers, adopting a quite different work ethic, 
generally live closer to Reality than rational academics, intellectuals, and business people. And rather than 
expressing their innermost experiences in orderly mathematical and semantic models, they do so through 
poetry, music, and the other arts. So such artists don’t generally have the motivation to develop a 
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comprehensive map of the dynamics of the psyche, and hence the Universe. Such is the challenge of 
unifying reason and mysticism, ending the long-running war between science and religion. 

So in today’s divisive, postmodern culture, cooperative 
endeavours, like establishing psychology as the primary 
science, are not easy to get off the ground. For instance, 
in 2002, Ingemar Warnström, the founder of the Holma 
College of Holistic Studies in Sweden, attempted to 
create a synergistic organization called HOPE, ‘Healing 
Our Planet Earth’, whose logo is illustrated on the left. 

The purpose of HOPE was to heal the fragmentation of the nonprofit 
organizations—‘the third power’—giving it the transformative power needed to counteract the 
concentrated power of the political establishment and the money-obsessed business world, which actually 
feed each other’s war-mongering endeavours. However, as you can see if you search for it, this website no 
longer exists. 

The challenge we face here is that we can only synergistically put Western civilization back on its feet 
if we have the collective intention to do so. For as Lynne McTaggart has shown in The Intention 
Experiment, our visions and thoughts, as meaningful structures, are energetic, capable of integrating all 
our concepts into a coherent whole through the power of the Logos, the immanent conception of Divine 
Intelligence, signifying the rational principle governing the Cosmos. So all we need to heal what Erich 
Fromm called our grievously sick society is to work harmoniously together with a common intention. 

So is getting a project to establish psychology as the primary science off the ground too much to hope? 
Let us hope not, for it is by knowing ourselves, free, as much as possible, of our personal, cultural, 
collective conditioning, that we can heal both ourselves and society. For as Aase Svanegård said in ‘Use 
and Abuse of Metaphor in the War on Terrorism’ in 2003, “Conflict will always exist, as indeed will war, 
as long as humans from different parts of the world differ in cultural, political, and religious beliefs and as 
long as there are boundaries and resources to fight over.” But if we could dissolve these boundaries, 
recognizing that we all share the Divine Cosmos in common, we could then return Home to Paradise, 
where we were conceived as both individuals and a species, living in love, peace, and harmony with each 
other and our environment, the Great Dream of humanity throughout the ages. 

Possible collaborators 
To establish psychology as the primary science, we shall obviously need the support of a number of people 
and organizations working to transcend the materialism and mechanism of science. David Lorimer, the 
programme director of the Scientific and Medical Network (SMN) in the UK, has suggested that the 
SMN, the Transpersonal Section of the British Psychological Society, and the Royal College of 
Psychiatrists’ Spirituality and Psychiatry Group could help here. 

Another obvious possibility is the International Transpersonal Association, founded by Stanislav Grof, 
with its associates Liverpool John Moores University in the UK, and the Institute of Transpersonal 
Psychology California and California Institute of Integral Studies in the USA. Also part of this 
organization is the Delphi Institute in Stockholm, a member of Eurotas, the European Transpersonal 
Association, whose director is Bo Wikström, with the most appropriate motto “Om Gnóthi Seautón”. 

No doubt other supporters could emerge as the project broadens and deepens, so that eventually 
individual and social consciousness becomes coterminous with Consciousness itself. 


